
Welcome to Paytrix.


Affiliate Offers Module 
The first thing you need to do to make this guide work is to 
look out for affiliate offers.


Now first let me explain to you what an affiliate sale is for 
those who do not know.


An affiliate sale is when a company offers you the chance to 
resell one of their products and keep a percentage of the 
sale. 


You become an affiliate of that company.


The percentage you receive can be anything from 5% right 
up to 100%.


You can become a affiliate for virtually anything online from 
airline ticket to hotels, from computers to kettles.


But what we are going to concentrate on here is digital and 
software products.


Digital products are products that are delivered digitally 
which means the buyer has to download them.


Software products can be anything from plugins to cloud 
based platforms.
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The normal rate for commissions on these are anything 
from 40% to 100%.


There are many places online that you can become a 
affiliate for digital and software products.


But the network we are going to concentrate on is 
JVZOO.com.


JVZOO is by far my favourite network at the moment.


For many different reasons, but the main ones being ease 
of use and the abundance of offers to choose from.


So first lets look at how we start to find affiliate offers on 
JVZOO and on what date they will be launching.


For this I use the affiliate calendars the main one being 
Muncheye.com.


This lists launches from many different networks but the 
ones we are going to be looking at are the ones on JVZOO.


So lets head over to Muncheye. I always look for four 
weeks in advance and look for one good offer to promote 
per month.


So lets start on the 10th April and work our way to 10th 
May.


Here is the criteria that Im looking at for when I am 
choosing an offer.
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The offer must be a fit for my list. If I have a SEO list then I 
look for a SEO offer. A social list then a social offer etc etc. 
You can sell different products to different types of list. But 
it works better if you stay to the same niche.


Again what type of offer digital or software. If you have a 
software list that means most of your leads are people 
interest in software. Then choose a software offer.


When looking at the Vendors, I tend to look for vendors 
who have good reputations online. A quick Google search 
on the vendor will usually throw up any issues. If not ask 
around if the vendor delivers quality products. Ask in any of 
the Facebook groups we have listed.


Price point, now the price point can be very important if you 
are paying for the viewers to your affiliate offers. Again 
certain lists will work on certain price points but not as well 
on others. For example a list built on the lower end price 
points of $7 wont work as well on a mid ticket item.


Look for an active JV page and the tools that you can use. 
We are going to look more at these later.


Once you have found the offers that you want to promote 
the next thing you need to do is sign up.


Now one of three things will happen here depending on 
whether you are an established affiliate.


You will be approved for promotion. This means that you 
can get your affiliate link and start promoting when the offer 
goes live.
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You will be placed on delayed commissions. What is this 
and why does it happen. Well delayed means you get your 
commissions 60 days after the sale, so don't worry you will 
be paid. The reason vendors do this is to protect 
themselves from fraud on the network.


You will be denied. Again this is done by vendors to protect 
themselves from fraud. There is a way to minimise this 
happening to you (please see below).


When you apply for the offer make sure to add as much 
information about yourself as possible in this box.


Sites that you run. Include the root email for the site so the 
vendor can contact you there.


Include screen captures of any other networks you are part 
of and commissions you have made there.
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Include your social networks. Show the vendor you have a 
real presence online.


Include a message on how you are going to promote the 
offer and by what means. IE social networks, email 
marketing etc


And if possible include a phone number where the vendor 
can reach you.


Doing the above will help you minimise the offer being 
denied for promotion.


Once you have your affiliate link approved its time to start 
building your campaign.


But what about an offer that is already running? this is 
called an evergreen offer there is lot of these on JVZOO.


To find a good profitable offer to promote on JVZOO is very 
simple.


First login to jvzoo.


Then go to Affiliate/Find Products
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Then use the search engine and the filters to find an offer to 
promote.



I’ve set the category as Software. The subcategory as 
Website Design then the keyword as video.


Then sort through the different offers here. I normally sort 
via EPC that is earnings per click.


When you look at earnings per click you see how much per 
click the offer is earning so if the EPC is $2.86 for every 100 
clicks you earn $286 on average.
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The results may vary depending on the quality of your list 
and whether they are buyers or cold leads.


But using the techniques in this report will help you 
maximise the EPC's even more.
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